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Summary

EStreams dataset: 15 047 river catchments

• Streamflow data available as indices at the resolutions: weekly, monthly, seasonal and 

annual 

• Time-series records up to 120 years (between 1900 – 2023)

• Derived catchment boundaries
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EStreams is the foundation of my PhD research titled: Why is the hydrological 

response in some river catchments more sensitive to environmental change than in 

others?

The first step to answer this question is to understand the major controls of the 

hydrological response in Europe. 

Our current hypothesis is that climate is the dominant control at the continental scale. 

However, the density of data in the EStreams dataset allows for detailed analysis at 

the regional scale, where we hypothesise that landscape characteristics play a major 

role in controlling the hydrological response.  
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• Data collection from national providers

• Integration with already existing large datasets

• Catchment boundaries delineation with the Global Watersheds web app

Motivation

• Lacking a European large-sample dataset focusing on daily streamflow

• Daily streamflow data exists but, is limited to what is available from national 

providers

• Accessing this “available” data is a challenging process

Key findings

• 15 047 European river catchments

• Covering +100 years and +200 variables:

• Streamflow indices and signatures

• Climatic time-series

• Landscape attributes

• Catchment boundaries

• Due to licence restrictions, we are not able to provide the daily streamflow data, but 

we offer:

• Gauges metadata

• Streamflow catalogue: where to find and download daily data

• Python scripts for data retrieval, aggregation and processing
Streamflow data catalogue

• Information on data providers, such as name and country

• Information on license redistribution

• Weblinks for retrieval of data at daily resolution

We also provide Python scripts for data retrieval, aggregation and processing per 

catchment

The resulting distribution of catchment boundaries in blue and streamflow gauges as black dots

• Meteorological (E-OBS): precipitation, temperature and potential evapotranspiration at a daily 

timestep

• Vegetation (MODIS): LAI, NDVI and snow cover at monthly/annual timestep

• Landcover (CORINE): landcover type

The static attributes included in the dataset cover various landscape descriptors such as elevation, 

soil type, root depth, lithology, dams and reservoirs

Several hydrological and climatic signatures are included, for the dataset to be “ready to use” for 

various analyses by anyone 

Dataset and Catalogue

Method

What is next for this research?

Hydro-Climatic Signatures

Temporal Attributes

Static Attributes

Do you want to know more?
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